Online Analysis, Publications, and Federal Justice Statistics Program (FJSP) Information:
The FJSRC website content and tools are now available on the new Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) website. The Online Analysis and U.S. Criminal Code query tools, publications, and other project information about the FJSP can be accessed from the BJS site. Use the link below to access the tools and information about the FJSP project on the BJS site.

- Go to the FJSP project on the BJS site

Data Archive:
The data archive will be accessible on this site for a transition period. The future location for the FJSP data archive will be with the BJS Criminal Justice Data at Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR). Once the transition process is complete, all the publicly available data will be available through ICPSR's National Archive of Criminal Justice Data (NACJD) site in the Federal Justice Statistics Program section.

- Download Public Use Data
- View Online Data Dictionary
- View NACJD website at ICPSR (opens new window)